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Owing to their high charge density, tetravalent cations belonging to the d- (Ti, Zr, Hf) and
f-blocks (Ce, Th, U, Np, Pu) show a strong tendency to undergo hydrolysis and
polycondensation reactions even at low pH, eventually leading to the formation of insoluble
oxo/hydroxo species.1-5 Thus, the free aqua ions M4+ are only stable in very acidic solutions.
Across the actinide series, the steady decrease of the ionic radius on going from Th 4+ to Pu4+, the
An4+ cations become harder and thus more acidic and more prone to hydrolysis. At pH values
close to the precipitation onset, olation (M–OH + M–OH2  M–OH–M + H2O) and oxolation
(2 M–OH  M–O–M + H2O) account for the formation of polynuclear oxo/hydroxo aggregates.
Condensation products ultimately evolve upon aging into colloids possessing an ordered M–O–
M backbone. As a matter of facts, the solution chemistry of the hydrolysis products of these
metal cations is quite rich and often hampers the precise measurement by classical methods of
metal-ligand equilibrium constants. It explains, among other factors, why thermodynamic data
for tetravalent elements are rarer and less reliable, even for those possessing stable isotopes, in
spite of their technological relevance for the nuclear industry and spent-fuel processing.
Over the last decade, the coordination chemistry of zirconium(IV) has experienced a great
upsurge that was spurred by the development of new 89Zr-based radiotracers for positron
emission tomography (PET). 6,7 State-of-the art applications of this + emitting isotope in nuclear
medicine rely on antibody bioconjugates incorporating a suitable zirconium chelator that
specifically accumulate at tumor cells. To date, the only chelator used in clinics is the
hexadentate siderophore desferrioxamine B (DFB), although several preclinical studies on mice
have revealed the impaired in vivo stability of the 89Zr-DFB complex, resulting in partial
dissociation and subsequent accumulation in mineral bone tissue of the released radionuclide.
While the scientific community is currently devoting considerable efforts towards the
design of more efficient octadentate chelators by increasing the stability and inertia of the
zirconium complexes,8 it is extremely puzzling to figure out that the solution equilibrium
chemistry of the Zr4+/DFB system remained fully ignored until June 2019! Despite the
publication of two independent reports by reputed groups, the speciation is unfortunately still
not well understood and further scientific endeavor is mandatory to reach a consensus. 9,10
Participants of NECTAR Working Groups will be invited to join their forces and contribute to
the fundamental understanding of the solution coordination chemistry of tetravalent metal
complexes with various relevant ligands by setting up reliable working guidelines.
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The fate of radionuclides in marine environment and their interactions with marine
organisms are a crucial scientific issue, but also a concern of societal impact [1,2]. Among
marine organisms, algae play a paramount role in marine ecosystem and the environment in
general: they are at the basis of several trophic chains and economical resources, provide
habitats for a wide range of marine organisms, produce more than 50% of the world’s oxygen
via their photosynthesis. Therefore, assessing the environmental impact of radionuclides
necessarily involves assessing their impact on marine algae, because of the crucial function of
these organisms. Such impact, together with radionuclide bioavailability and mobility in the
environment, strongly depends on radionuclide chemical speciation and their accumulation
mechanisms at the molecular scale [3,4].
We present here a multi-spectroscopic investigation of the interaction of two
radionuclides, Uranium (natU) and Europium (152Eu), with the model brown alga Laminaria
digitata. Uranium is the most widely used natural radioelement for nuclear energy production.
Europium is used in this work as a chemical surrogate of Americium, because of similar ionic
radii, same oxidation state and because of the too high specific activity of Am.
The uptake of both metal ions has been quantified by ICP-OES and by γ spectrometry;
Uranium and Europium distribution within the algae compartments were also described. First
results on the accumulation mechanisms and the in vivo speciation of both metal ions were
obtained through the use of XAS spectroscopy and imaging techniques (TEM).
As a complementary study, the role of glutathione (GSH) in Eu(III) ion complexation for
possible intracellular detoxification was examined. We performed thermodynamic analysis to
determine the value of the equilibrium constant for the GSH/Eu(III) complex formation through
UV-vis absorption spectrophotometry, which gives deeper insights to the possible mechanisms
of detoxification processes.
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Figure 1. Uranium(VI) distribution in the meristem of a contaminated specimen of Laminaria digitata.
Image obtained by micro-XAS measurements at Uranium L3 edge.
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Lanthanide-containing compounds have found numerous applications as catalysts, in
material sciences and in bioanalysis due to their exciting photophysical and magnetic properties.
The design of such molecular and supramolecular devices can include several cations organized
in a specific way to provide desired microscopic/macroscopic functionalities. Suitable
coordinating polytopic ligands must be thus designed to satisfy high coordination numbers of
lanthanides and to achieve good thermodynamic and kinetic stability in solution. Globally, the
organization of multicomponent mixtures into stable discrete compounds becomes a
complicated process with a number of relatively slow self-repairing reaction steps before
reaching a thermodynamic equilibrium. However, if the complexation occurs rapidly under
kinetic control, the self-organisation of components is strongly hindered and the process may
results in badly defined products. The nature of formed complexes may also vary along the
Ln(III) series due to small differences in their ionic radius.
Since several years, our research interest is focused on designing discrete polynuclear
lanthanide helicates [1,2] as artificial models mimicking natural systems, and on understanding
key parameters governing their assembly. We will present here few polytopic ligands for Ln(III)
complexation, the targeted helicates [3-5] and the evolution of different complex species with
respect to Ln(III) ionic radii, ligand structures and their relative stoichiometries (Figure 1.). In
addition to several qualitative aspects, we will present the principles of the site-binding
thermodynamic model developed few years ago by us [6]. Its adaptation to polynuclear helicates
allows quantifying elemental binding affinities as well as intermetallic interactions from known
stability constants. These values can be consequently used for thermodynamic predictions of
analogous, generally more complex supramolecular systems. This approach is potentially
applicable for the analysis of other assemblies and multicomponent systems.
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Figure 1. Self-assembly of 3D tetranuclear lanthanide helicates and the related thermodynamic model.
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A key idea in the electroanalytical technique AGNES (Absence of Gradients and Nernstian
Equilibrium Stripping) is the attainment of equilibrium between the target analyte in solution
and a reduced form of an element of this analyte that amalgamates in a mercury electrode [1-2].
The fulfilment of this electrochemical equilibrium together with equilibrated (flat) concentration
profiles, allows AGNES to retrieve thermodynamic information such as the concentration of
some metal free ions or some hydroxocomplexes.
Free metal ion concentration in a medium has been highlighted as a key factor in its
(bio)availability to organisms, for instance, in the Free Ion Activity Model (FIAM) or the Biotic
Ligand Model (BLM). So, the information provided by AGNES (e.g. free metal concentrations
of Zn2+, Cd2+, Pb2+ or Sn2+), can be very useful, e.g, in the study of toxicants in the environment.
Moreover, the mobility of many species heavily depends on their speciation, e.g. a given ion
bound to a large molecule such as a humic acid will diffuse more slowly than its free form.
In this presentation, we will review the principles, limitations, developments and
outstanding applications of AGNES including matrices such as river, estuarine and sea waters,
soil extracts, humic acids dispersions, growth media, wine, etc. As recent advances, we will
explain: 1) how AGNES has provided thermodynamic and kinetic information on the dissolution
of ZnO nanoparticles in artificial saliva; 2) how In(III) speciation has been tackled and 3) how
[Sb(OH)3] has been determined.
The free Zn concentration in saliva (either with its full compositon or without the
inorganic components) for increasing amounts of total Zn (added as a nitrate salt or as nZnO)
was measured by AGNES [3]. Relatively small additions of ZnO NPs to saliva with or without
organic components (below total Zn concentrations of 4 to 6×10-6 M) led to a fast and complete
dissolution of the NPs. The obtained linear curve (see Figure 1) indicates ligand-excess
conditions and from its slope the corresponding collective stability constants can be derived.
Larger additions of Zn led to an initial plateau in the [Zn2+] vs. time plot, which is attributed to
the (transient) formation of ZnHPO4 whose slow evolution towards hopeite (Zn3(PO4)2•4H2O) is
the rate limiting step. The solubility product of ZnHPO4 (at 37 ºC) will be presented. AGNES
results compared favourably with data obtained by ultrafiltration and inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (UF-ICP-MS) in terms of speed, reproducibility and access to the free
metal ion concentration.
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Indium has been tackled by developing a new calibration procedure needed because of
In /In0 quasi-reversibility [4-5]. Conflicting reported nitrilotriacetic acid-In stability constants
have been elucidated. The NIST solubility product for In(OH)3 has been confirmed, with
measurements of [In3+] down to picomol per litre. A titration of humic acid with In3+ was
performed.
Due to the extensive hydrolysis of antimony, calibrations and AGNES measurements have
been done in terms of the Sb(OH)3 concentration, rather than that of the “free” ion [6]. The
determined [Sb(OH)3] in the titration of Sb with oxalate agrees very well with the values
predicted with complexation constants recently reported.

log ([Zn 2+]/M)

3+

Figure 1. Free Zn2+ concentration in saliva without the organic component (square markers) or full
synthetic saliva (circle markers). Green and red colours represent the equilibrium and metastable values,
respectively, reached after the addition of nZnO. The diamond markers indicate the experiment where Zn
has been added as standard (not nanoparticle). The blue colours (markers) represent the under-saturation
experiment with their fittings (purple lines).
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In almost all of the fields on which bioinorganic chemistry has been focused on, it is
absolutely essential to understand what happens to the coordination complex and its
components, the metal and the ligand(s), when they are placed in the solution. When someone is
thinking about some biomedical application of coordination compounds, they need to start from
the beginning – complete physicochemical and thermodynamic characterization of ligands and
their metal complexes.
In our research group we are focused on two main goals in which we can take advantage
of our experience in the field of coordination chemistry, (i) the development of novel chelators
that provide a strong association with metal ions and a high thermodynamic stability of their
complexes required by their potential applications [1-4]; (ii) study on the interactions of metal
ions with peptides, being the key to understand the mechanisms of some important activities in
biological systems and giving a new insight of them [5-7].
On examples ofour recent results, we will present the experimental approach allowing us
to get a full picture, with the thermodynamic and spectroscopic parameters, of studied systems
(Figure 1.). Depending on the type of metal ion and ligand structure, by the apropriate
combination of the phisicochemical methods we are able to characterize thermodynamic
stability and perform structural analysis of complexes, being the first step to understand their
biological implications.
EPR
CD

ESI-MS
solution studies
on metal
complexes

UV-Vis

Potentiometry
NMR
ITC

Figure 1. The most useful techniques for studying metal-ligand interactions in solution.

Our experience are in line with the tasks envisaged in WG1 and WG2.
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In the light of successfully application of platinum-based complexes in anticancer therapy
we and other scientists concern research on looking for new generations of transition-metal
anticancer complexes which will be more efficient and safer. Notwithstanding many active Run+,
Irn+, Rhn+, Osn+-based compounds have been discovered, their mechanism of activity (MoA)
frequently remains unclear and their targets still unidentified [1]. As a consequence it is
important to understand the thermodynamic and kinetics of binding in buffer/aqueus media
through investigation of potential interactions with biomolecules such as DNA, HSA, GSH
which is very challenging and is still the main goal of many studies. In this context, I would like
to summarize our recent study on the new organo-ruthenium, rhodium and iridium complexes
with potential antitumor activity. Until recently much of the research on design of metalorganic
complexes focused on correlation between anticancer activity and modulation of arene ring (Cp
or p-cym) and/or type of donor atoms of chelating ligand. While the main goal of our efforts was
to determine the influence on cytotoxic activity of different central ion [Ru(II), Rh(III) and
Ir(III)] of isostructural complexes. Additionally, we try to obtain a potential chemotherapeutics
that does not affect normal cell lines but possesses better cytotoxic activity against cancer cell
lines.
Thus, three new complexes, {[RuCl(H2biim)(η6-p-cymene)]PF6}2·H2O (1), [(η5Cp)RhCl(H2biim)]PF6 (2), and [(η5-Cp)IrCl(H2biim)]PF6 (3), were fully characterized by
elemental and X-ray diffraction analysis, UV-Vis, FTIR, 1H, 13C and 15N NMR spectroscopies.
The complexes exhibited a typical pseudooctahedral piano-stool geometry, in which the
aromatic arene ring (p-cymene or Cp) forms the seat, while the bidentate κ2N,N′-2,2′biimidazole and chloride ion form the three legs of the piano stool. It should be underline that
ruthenium complex exists in the dimeric form which consists of two symmetrically independent
[RuCl(H2biim)(η6-p-cymene)]+ cations held together via π···π interactions between the paralleldisplaced imidazole rings and an N-H···Cl interaction (see Figure 1.).
The complexes activity were investigated in vivo against selected human tumour cell lines
- LoVo, HL-60, MV-4-11, MCF-7 and healthy cells (BALB/3T3). The results have indicated
that the most cytotoxic was Ru(II) dimer towards promyelocytic leukaemia (HL-60).
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While anticancer activity of two isostructural half-sandwich rhodium and iridium
complexes were different. The rhodium complex was approximately two fold more active
against MV-4-11 but the iridium complex was only slightly more active against the HL-60 cell
line. Looking for an explanation such differences we postulated that that the reason for this is
absorption and distribution into different cell components (log P < 0 - nuclei and lysosomes, log
P > 0 - mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum [2]), depending on their lipophilicity (log P(1)
+0.22±0.0, log P(2) −0.54±0.02, log P(3) +1.55±0.04). The next question that we addressed
was: where the activity comes from? It must be remarked that, most attention in relation to
transition metal complexes, anticancer activity MoA has focused on DNA as the target. This
hypothesis originates from functional compounds as cisplatin which activity derives from direct
biding to biological target (DNA) [3]. But results of our research (UV-Vis, NMR) point on
significant solution stability of the obtained compounds which suggests different mechanism of
action. Namely, the complexes interact with CT-DNA (in non-covalent way) due to electrostatic
interactions between the positively charged complex units and the negatively charged phosphate
backbone of CT-DNA (hyperchromic effect from UV-Vis and CD spectra).
Searching for more proofs which will explain different cytotoxic activity of Ru(II), Rh(III)
and Ir(III) complexes we studied the interactions with GSH. The mass spectra confirmed that 1,
2 and 3 complexes bound to GSH and formed adducts with GSH, with fragments of GSH or
GSSG. Additionally, the UV-Vis results demonstrated that ruthenium complex 1 is considerably
less active in the reaction with GSH than the rhodium (2) and iridium (3) complexes.
Simultaneously, the ruthenium(II) dimer displays better cytotoxicity compared to complexes 2
and 3.
Most significantly, the obtained organometallic complexes demonstrated no cytotoxic
effects towards the normal BALB/3T3 cell line compared to cisplatin and suggested their
cytotoxic selectivity.

Figure 1. Molecular structure of Ru(II) and Rh(III), Ir(III) isostructural complexes.
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy, NMR, has been used to evaluate the
coordination ability and affinity of a new promising tripodal chelator based on kojic acid
(6,6',6''-(((nitrilotris(ethane-2,1-diyl))tris(azanediyl))tris(methylene))tris(3-hydroxy-4Hpyran-4one)) (SC) (Figure 1.) toward several metal ions: Al3+, Cu2+, Mn2+, Co2+, Cd2+, Zn2+, Ni2+
together with Ga3+ as a diamagnetic probe for Fe3+. The new ligand showed already remarkable
chelation property in toward Fe3+ ions supporting its potential future use in clinical chelation
treatment for iron overload diseases [1]. By the aid of NMR competition experiments, we
evaluated the donor atoms and relative affinity of essential and non-essential metal ions in
several ternary systems comprising the SC chelator and two different metal ions. The aim of this
work was to monitor the potential interferences of SC in the homeostasis of essential metal ions.
These studies showed a metal affinity order for the oxygen donor atoms of kojic unit as Ga3+
(Fe3+)>Al3+> Mn2+~Co2+>Cu2+>Ni2+. Regarding the affinity for nitrogen donors of tren linker,
Zn2+ and Cd2+ ions gave indication of a similar bonding ability. According with previous data,
SC ligand is able to selectively bind Fe3+ ion [1].
However, our results showed that SC ligand is able to chelate at the same time Zn2+
together to Ga3+ ions. Since zinc is an essential element whose homeostasis must not be
disturbed, in view of a potential application of the SC ligand in clinical practice, zinc
supplements should be considered.
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Figure 1. SC ligand and donor atoms and metal ions tested in the NMR experiments application of the
SC ligand in clinical practice, a zinc supplements should be considered
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Tetra-azamacrocycles are among the ligands most widely studied in coordination and
supramolecular chemistry. The interest in these ligands is related to their capacity for generating
unsaturated coordination spheres, which is a requisite for many catalytic sites to work.
Moreover, the introduction of aromatic rings in the ligand stiffens the macrocycle and changes
the spatial arrangement of the donor atoms, thus generating open sites to which exogenous
ligands or substrates may bind more efficiently [1].
Since as it has been extensively documented N-alkylation of polyamine ligands strongly
affects the acid-base behavior, coordination ability toward metal ions and catalytic efficiency of
such family of compounds [2], we have prepared a symmetrically N-alkylated derivative with
two isopropyl groups and one methyl group (L1). In this work we discuss about the protonation
and copper(II) coordination behavior in water of L1. Furthermore, we have made a preliminary
analysis of antioxidant capability by means of the McCord−Fridovich method using nitroblue
tetrazolium (NBT) as superoxide radical scavenger [3]. Finally, we have also modelled by means
of theoretical tools (quantum mechanics and hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics
methods) the reaction mechanism for catalytic transformation of superoxide into oxygen and
hydro-peroxide by the complex Cu-L1, thus establishing the mechanistic pathway.

Figure 1. Structure of the studied aza-macrocycle.
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The virulence of the Helicobacter pylori (human gastric pathogen ) is highly dependent
on nickel ions [1]. Two small proteins Hpn and Hpn-like are involved in Ni (II) trafficking and
sequestration in this pathogen. Both Hpn and Hpn-like proteins have a Xaa-Xaa-His-His motif at
the N-terminus. They are transcriptionally activated in the presence of nickel sensor NikR [2].
Our previous studies have shown that because of their albumin-like sequence the Nterminal parts of Hpn and Hpn-like proteins are very effective chelating agents for nickel and
copper ions [3]. These peptides (MAHHEEQHG-NH2 and MAHHEQQQQQQA-NH2) proved
to bind Ni(II) and Cu(II) ions with high affinity. The MAHHEQQQQQQA-NH2 was better in
binding these ions than MAHHEEQHG-NH2 peptide and even than native albumin [3]. We
suggested that poli-Q sequence stabilize very considerably the albumin-like coordination by the
protein N-terminus.
However, to elucidate the entropic and enthalpic contributions to that binding more
sophisticated technique is needed such as Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) [4]. Our studies
proved that this technique is very useful in analysis of protein-ligand binding even in the presence
of multiple, distinct binding sites [5].
Very recently we investigated the binding of Cu(II), Ni (II) and Zn(II) ions to
(MAHHEEQHG-NH2 and MAHHEQQQQQQA-NH2) peptides using calorimetry (MicroCal
PEAQ-ITC). The studies have been carried out at pH 6 and 7.4 in MES and CACO buffers for
each pH respectively. At pH 6 both peptides showed strong affinity for Cu (II) ions with the best
fit for the "Two sets of sites" model – showing that there are two different sites for binding of
copper (II) ions. There was very weak binding of Zn (II) by one of these peptides and no binding
of Ni (II) ions at this pH. There are distinct differences in signature plots showing Zn (II)
binding by with favorable entropy. At pH=7.4 zinc ions bind both peptides with stronger affinity.
We’ve seen very slow kinetic effect for Cu and Ni ions binding and the strange profile of
titration curve. We changed the spacing to 500 sec but it didn’t help. We are now due to
optimizing the method and we need to repeat the measurements at the pH=7.4 probably doing it
in another buffer, what will be done very soon.
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Lately, surface active ionic liquids (SAILs) have been investigated intensively. Since the
smallest change in structure can considerably affect the micellization process, SAILs turned out
to be excellent model systems for studies of ion-specific effect during micellization process
[1,2]. Their behaviour is in many ways similar to those observed by classic ionic surfactants: for
example, the micellization process is endothermic at low temperatures and exothermic at high
temperatures, where counter-ions have an important role on magnitude and change of sign of the
observed heat effects [3].
In this contribution, the influence of the cation structure change on micellization process
in aqueous solutions will be presented first in systems where the chain length on N3 position of
1-dodecyl-3-(methyl-,ethyl- or butyl-) imidazolium cation is varied (Figure 1a), and second in
systems where the position of methyl group on pyridinium ring of 1-dodecyl- (2-, 3- or 4-)
methylpyridinium cation (Figure 1b) is different. Furthermore, the influence of the position of –
OH group on hydroxybenzoate on the micellization process of 1-dodecyl-3-methylimidazolium
cation will be discussed (Figure 1c).
All the studies were carried out by the isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) in a broad
temperature range. The results were analyzed by the corresponding model [4] and discussed in
terms of ion-specific and isomer effect on micellization process in water.

Figure 1. Structures of the investigated systems: a) 1-dodecyl-3-(methyl-, ethyl- or butyl-) imidazolium
bromide b) the isomeric hydroxybenzoate anions; c) 1-dodecyl-(2, 3 or 4)-methylpyridinium bromides.
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Ionic liquids (ILs) have received relevant attention to be applied in a broad range of
applications, with a significant fraction of the reported works focusing on their use in separation
processes from aqueous media. In this field, a large interest has been placed in hydrophobic ILs
due to their immiscibility with water and ability to create biphasic (liquid-liquid) systems.
However, these tend to be more toxic and of higher cost, rendering the use of water-soluble
(hydrophilic) ILs as a more appropriate choice. Although these ILs are water-soluble, aqueous
two-phase systems can be created by combining them with inorganic or other organic salts with
salting-out characteristics. These aqueous two-phase systems, if properly designed, are
sustainable and biocompatible separation strategies due to their high water content [1-2].
Nevertheless, the design of these systems as effective separation processes requires a better
understanding of the molecular-level mechanisms ruling the liquid-liquid phase behavior.
In this work, our contributions over the past years toward a comprehensive understanding of the
molecular-level mechanisms ruling the formation of two-phase systems constituted by water, ILs
and salts will be overviewed. These findings are based on a large set of experimental liquidliquid and spectroscopic data and modeling results.
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Mercury is considered one of the most dangerous metal for humans and all living
organisms as pointed out by numerous toxicological studies [1]. Environmental contamination
comes from natural and anthropogenic sources and from the remobilization of previously settled
mercury from soils and sediments [2]. It has been estimated that the amount of anthropogenic
mercury released in natural waters is about 1000 tons per years [3]. Mercury in natural waters
can be present in elemental (Hg0), inorganic (Hg+, Hg2+) and organic [CH3Hg+, (CH3)2Hg]
forms. Among the different forms, the Hg2+ species represents the most soluble and abundant in
polluted waters [2]. A lot of scientists are nowadays involved in finding methods for the
remediation of polluted water from mercury. One of the most promising techniques is the
adsorption onto cheap, abundant and non-toxic materials [4]. The unique features of clay
minerals have gathered great interest. Indeed, they have low price, are available in large
quantities, have a low or non toxicity and are environmental friendly [5,6].
In this work are proposed new adsorbent materials derived from halloysite, a clay
mineral with a mainly hollow tubular structure. Pristine halloysite (p-HNTs) have been
functionalized with amino groups (HNTs-NH2) and thiol groups (HNTs-SH) and tested as
adsorbents for Hg2+ ion from aqueous solutions in different experimental conditions (pH, ionic
medium, ionic strength, temperature). Batch kinetic and isotherm experiments have been carried
out measuring the Hg2+ ion in water samples by means of Inductively Coupled Plasma Emission
Spectroscopy (ICP-OES). Literature formation constants of the Hg2+ species and protonation
constants of the binding groups of the adsorbents [7–9] have been used to delineate the
speciation pictures of the metal ion and of the adsorbents in order to correlate the amount of
mercury adsorbed and both the mercury species in solution and protonation degree of the
functional groups of functionalized halloysites.
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The thermodynamic parameters associated to the formation of metallic complexes
involving either inorganic or organic ligands are generally derived from classical macroscopic
approaches, such as spectrophotometric (UV-vis), potentiometric, or liquid-liquid extraction
experiments. One of the major difficulties in modelling the equilibria is related to the correctness
of the hypothesized stoichiometry of the various species prevailing in solution. Affinity capillary
electrophoresis (ACE) has been successfully used for unravelling the speciation and measuring
the equilibrium constants of labile (kinetically rapid) systems, for which the rate of ligand
exchange between the various bound and unbound forms is substantially faster than the
characteristic separation time in the capillary, typically a few minutes.
The aim of this work is to demonstrate the advantages of ACE over other classical
methods applied in solution coordination studies. To that end, we will focus on the Th(IV)desferrioxamine B (DFO) system. The latter ligand is a natural bacterial siderophore produced
by Streptomyces pilosus. Siderophores are water-soluble, low molecular weight iron(III) carriers,
which are common in soils, natural waters but also in the marine environment. Recently, they
have also been recognized as effective actinide(IV) chelators and transporters. DFO, which
incorporates three hydroxamate binding units and a terminal primary amine, can therefore be
considered as a tetraprotic base susceptible to form at least four metal complexes depending
upon the pH, having MLH3, MLH2, MLH, and ML stoichiometries.
The electrophoretic mobility change of DFO, monitored by UV absorption
spectrophotometry upon increasing the thorium(IV) concentration in the background electrolyte,
was used to assess the speciation model and estimate the equilibrium constants. ACE turned out
to be helpful in distinguishing the complexed species and ascertaining their protonation state.
The apparent equilibrium constants obtained by ACE will be compared to those available in the
literature for other metal ions. After that, the different ways of studies of Zr(IV), as more
hydrolysable cation than Th(IV) by ACE will be discussed. Two approaches will be considered:
(i) using a protecting ligand to avoid hydrolysis or (ii) taking hydrolysis constants into account
for equilibrium calculations at fixed pH.
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Figure 1. Structures of the desferrioxamine B.
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Rare earth elements (REEs) are a group of fifteen elements ranging from lanthanum
(Z=57) to lutetium (Z=71), also called lanthanides. Two further elements, namely scandium
(Z=21) and yttrium (Z=39), are often referred to as REEs because they have chemical properties
similar to lanthanides and are commonly found in the same mineral assemblages.
The modern applications of REEs are countless; these elements constitute critical
components of many of our modern-day technological devices, everyday electronics and new
functional materials, as well as they are extensively used in medical diagnostic applications [1],
thus REEs are raising new interests of scientists worldwide. The search for chemical sensors
suitable for selective sensing of trivalent REE ions represents an important and hard challenge
because the coordination properties of these ions are complicated by not well-defined stereochemical requirements and uncertain coordination number, especially in aqueous solution. All
REEs have very similar chemical behaviour with smooth variation attributed to their atomic
number and ionic radii, which are inversely correlated; these attributes make REEs well suited
to the study of coordination by organic molecules [2].
Our research group reported the synthesis of a preorganized metal-receptor suitable to bind
RE ions in water based on ligand L1 (Figure 1.) containing two maltol units linked as side arms
to a N,N’dimethylethylenediamine scaffold.[3] This system can be preorganized by a transition
metal ion like Cu(II) or Pd(II) forming a neutral [M(II)(H-2L1)] complex, two units of which
stabilize one RE metal ion giving rise to a trinuclear [RE(III)[M(II)(H -2L1)]2]3+ species. In order
to improve their photochemical properties to allow the use of these systems as fluorescent
sensors we designed a parent ligand in which the maltol unit has been replaced by a 2hydroxychromone fragment (L2) (Figure 1). Pd(II) complex of (H-2L2) can bind RE(III) metal
ions and these metal-receptors may be applied to sense RE ions.
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Figure 1. Structure of Ligands L1 and L2
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The presence of a fluorescent fragment could allow the use of fluorescence excitation–
emission matrix (EEM) spectroscopy, which is a technique that allows for the complete,
quantitative determination of the fluorescence profile of a given sample. Unlike simple emission
spectroscopy that is commonly used to visualize the fluorescence of metal clusters, EEM
spectroscopy can afford information on the emission profile concurrently with excitation
wavelength data, creating a three dimensional map of fluorescence characteristics. The observed
electronic transitions are telling of the structure and properties of a sample, and most
importantly herein, provide greater insight into sample purity, composition and sensing behavior.
The high amount of data collected will be subjected to statistical analysis with different
approaches, including multivariate analysis by projection pursuit. Projection pursuit is a
multivariate statistical technique aimed at finding interesting low-dimensional data projections.
Projection pursuit deals with three major challenges of multivariate analysis: the curse of
dimensionality, the presence of irrelevant features and the limitations of visual perception.
Projection pursuit looks for the data projection which maximizes the projection pursuit index,
that is a measure of its interestingness [4]. In Chemometrics, the projection pursuit index is often
the kurtosis, that is the fourth standardized moment [5], whose properties have been recently
investigated [6].
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Features and nature of any complex species are the result of the interplay of the
interactions keeping it together. Yet, at least for classic (cation) coordination chemistry, such
interplay is bound to be dominated by the strength of coordination bonds, which generally far
exceeds the sum of the contributions from non-covalent forces [1].
When designed to do so, anion complexes offer the opportunity to “level the playfield”,
offering the chance to observe what happens when different types of supramolecular forces (Hbonds, π-π stacking, anion-π, solvent effect, etc.), all falling within a similar energy range,
dialogue among themselves to determine the stability and structure of a complex [1,2].
Disentangling the contribution of each type of interactions to the resulting complex and
understanding their fine game is hardly practicable for single complexes. However, a rational
experimental design featuring homologous molecules as ligands and analogous organic anions
as substrates, allowed in our case the achievement of a superior understanding of the forces in
play.
Homologous tetrazine-based L1 and L2 ligands [3], both amenable to anion-π, π-π
stacking and H-bonding interactions, but differing in size, were studied with a series of selected
and structurally related organic anions in water, as illustrated in Figure 1. “Basic” carboxylate
anions were compared to “non-basic” sulfonate analogues, deeply influencing the intrinsic
strength of H-bond interactions, while benzenic vs. methylenic derivatives were used as
prototypes for aliphatic and aromatic substrates, fostering the possibility of π-π interactions and
increasing the magnitude of hydrophobic effect. Dicarboxylate anions were also considered to
account for the presence of a second charged groups, and phthalate regioisomers were
investigated to show the effect of substituent position on the interaction modes [4].
Initially, for monovalent anions, expectable stability trends were found for complex
stability (carboxylate > sulfonates, aromatic > aliphatic), which could potentially (and
mistakenly) be rationalized in terms of strength of H-bonds, possibility of π-π stacking and
increased contribution from solvent effect to complex stability. However, complete speciation
data, which required the potentiometric determination of over 40 equilibrium constants, NMR
evidences, DFT simulation and solution of 3 crystal structures, revealed a much more
complicated picture, where the geometry of the anion and the size of the receptors are crucial
factors in play [4].
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Addition of a second charged group to the substrates brings forth additional effects to be
taken into account, adding further depth to the study. It is worth mentioning that the pH
dependent selective recognition of phthalate or isophthalate regioisomer is possible in aqueous
solution for both ligands [4]. This feature is not generally easily obtained and adds to the fact
that detailed understanding of the interplay of different supramolecular forces and its impact on
complexes stability, beyond academic interest, has the potential to meet pragmatic scopes, as it
foreshadows applications in separation processes.

Figure 1. General outlook of the ligand/substrate systems considered within present study.
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Non-covalent, weak interactions are major tools used in supramolecular and coordination
chemistry to manage molecular recognition and self-assembly processes for the design and
synthesis of intriguing structures such as molecular capsules, cages, flasks and nano-containers
[1]. By mimicking the active sites and pockets of enzymes, synthetic assemblies are able to
isolate proper guest molecules from the surrounding media and promote chemical reactions in a
controlled fashion. The dramatic differences between the bulk solvent and the inner space within
a molecular container provide the “thermodynamic boost” to guest complexation which cannot
be driven only by structural complementarity or fitting between host and guest [2].
Consequently, the determination of complex species and thermodynamic parameters at the base
of molecular recognition, guest-templated assembling, host-guest encapsulation, micellar
aggregation and related phenomena is a key point for the rational design and efficient
application of supramolecular containers in solution.
The entropic and enthalpic driving forces for guest binding to supramolecular receptors in
solution are very different, which significantly complicates the determination of these
thermodynamic parameters. The advantageous use of complementary techniques, such as for
examples NMR, UV−vis/fluorescence and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), enables the
disentanglement of such multiple host-guest interactions. Data collected by each technique
measure different components of the host−guest equilibria and together provide a complete
picture of the solution thermodynamics. The analysis of the data is often puzzled by the variety
of responses given by each of the different techniques and by a stepwise series of mutually
linked equilibria usually occurring is solution.
We developed a procedure for the simultaneous refinement of multiple parameters (ΔG,
ΔH and ΔS) by handling different observables through a weighted non-linear least-squares
analysis of a constrained model [3,4]. By applying this procedure to different sets of
observables, each looking at different components of multiple and often competing host–guest
equilibria, the binding constants and the enthalpy and entropy change for the interior and
multiple exterior guest binding to a supramolecular receptor were determined.
Furthermore, a new general-purpose computer program for the simultaneous
determination of both standard enthalpy of reaction and binding constant values from data
obtained by ITC was also established [5]. The program does not impose limits on the complexity
of the chemical systems that can be treated, including competing ligand systems, or on the
quantity of experimental data to be analyzed. The chemical system is defined in terms of species
of given stoichiometry rather than in terms of binding models (e.g. independent, cooperative,
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etc.). Many titration curves may be treated simultaneously. The program can also be used as a
simulation program for the experiment design. Typical applications are for the study of ligand
protonation, host-guest reactions, metal-ligand complexation and competition reactions.
All the above data refinement tools have been successfully applied on our recent studies
on the molecular recognition of charged guests by metal-ligand clusters [6], calixarene receptors
bearing sulphonato [7] or ammonium functionalities [8] as well as on the formation of aniontemplated capsules and compartments [9] or supra-amphiphiles and aggregates in aqueous
solution. A combination of different datasets from NMR, UV-vis and/or ITC titrations allowed
for the deconvolution of the host-guest equilibria and the determination of the species forming in
solution. In particular, ITC data allowed for splitting the Gibbs free energy term into the ΔH and
ΔS components thus unveiling the different and often opposing forces, not expressed in the logK
value, driving guest recognition and self-assembly processes [10]. The significance of the
chemical calibration of an isothermal calorimeter is also highlighted as a crucial point for
yielding accurate values of the thermodynamic parameters [11].
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Metallothioneins (MTs) are a large super-family of small, cysteine-rich metallo-proteins.
Due to the high content of cysteine residues, and sometimes assisted by histidine, these tiny
proteins are able to efficiently coordinate most of the transition metal ions, from the essential
Zn(II) and Cu(I) to the most toxic such as Cd(II) and Hg(I) [1].
Owing to their large metal ion binding capacity, many biological roles were proposed for
MTs: involvement in metal ion transport, resistance against oxidative stress and detoxification
processes. Neclu_MT1, for example, is one of the smallest MTs (only 24 amino acids of which
eight are cysteines), and it is produced by Heliscus lugdunensis, an aquatic fungus that is able to
survive in a polluted spring in a former mining area in German with metal ion concentrations as
high as 25 μM of Cd(II) and 30 mM of Zn(II) [2,3].
Neclu_MT1 was proven to be the first cadmium specific MT, since only this metal ion is
able to trigger and regulate protein expression and translation. In addition, quite peculiar is the
presence of one histidine at precisely the protein C-terminus. In order to investigate the role of
this ‘special guest’ in the sequence, the histidine was mutated to a non-coordinating arginine
(H24R) and potentiometric studies were performed on both the mutant and the wild-type protein.
Results were corroborated by 2D-heteronuclear NMR experiments. On one side, potentiometry
allows us to calculate the consecutive, individual pKa values for many residues and to observe,
how these values are affected by the mutation. It also allows to observe the stepwise
coordination of metal ions. On the other side, when we follow the pH titration of the proteins by
NMR, we are able to explicitly observe the protonation event of the histidine residue, and in this
way could identify a distinct difference in the coordination pathway of Zn(II) compared to
Cd(II).
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Copper and gallium radioisotopes are utilized as tracers in nuclear medicine. To avoid
non-specific deposition of the isotopes in tissues, the metal ions must be administered in the
form of thermodynamically stable and kinetically inert complexes. Macrocyclic polyamines
substituted with coordinating pendant arms are the most common complexing agents for copper
and gallium radioisotopes. An important group of the chelators are derivatives of NOTA (Figure
1.) which are good complexing agent for both, CuII and GaIII ions [1,2].
Significant attention has been recently devoted to development of “targeted” radiotracers
where the radioisotope complex is conjugated to a biologically active compound – vector. The
vector has a high affinity to specific receptors and, thus, its presence in the tracer molecule
assures preferential accumulation of activity in the tissue in question. The most common
attachment of the vector to the radioisotope complex is attachment through amidic bond on the
core carboxylate. Despite that, only limited attention has been devoted to chemical
characterization of NOTA-monoamides. Here, we present coordination study of two NOTAmonoamides (Figure 1.) as model compounds for the coordination part of the conjugates.
Thermodynamic stability of the complexes was studied by combination of potentiometry and
spectroscopic methods. As expected, stability constants of the complexes are lower than those of
NOTA. Kinetic properties of the complexes were studied by UV-VIS and NMR spectroscopy.
Kinetic inertness of the CuII complexes is even slightly higher than that of the CuII-NOTA
complex. Mainly, the results show that the NOTA-monoamides are suitable for complexation of
copper radioisotopes due to a good selectivity for CuII over ZnII ions. On the other hand, the
ligands are not fully suitable for GaIII ions due to a limited hydrolytic stability of the amidic
bond induced by coordination of the very hard trivalent metal ion.

Figure 1. Structures of NOTA and the studied monoamides.
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Polyaza-macrocyclic ligands have been recently used to bind some radioisotopes for
application in medicinal chemistry (60–64,67Cu, 66–68Ga, 86,90Y, 111In) [1,2]. These metal complexes
have to exhibit high thermodynamic stability and kinetic inertness for possible in vivo use for
medical purposes [1,2]. Several copper(II) and zinc(II) complexes of bis-polyaza-macrocyclic
ligands catalyse some hydrolysis-like chemical reactions and therefore they can be used as
model systems mimicking enzymes activity [3].
L1

L2

Figure 1. The structural formulas of studied macrocyclic ligands.

The thermodynamic studies of Cu(II) complexation by both ligands show that these
complexes are stable [4-6] due to fact that copper(II) ion is fully coordinated by all four nitrogen
donor atoms [4-6]. In this work, the formation of the copper(II) complexes of both ligands was
studied as function of pH and possible reaction mechanism is proposed. The study of acidassisted dissociation of both copper(II) complexes does not differ within experimental error. The
results for both formation and dissociation of Cu(II) complexes indicate that there is no
cooperative effect for binucleating ligand.
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Lanthanide(III) complexes of polyaza-macrocyclic ligands (primarily DOTA-like ligands)
are utilized in many areas of medicine (e.g. complexes of metal radioisotopes as 90Y, 153Sm,
166
Ho, 177Lu in nuclear medicine, Gd(III) complexes as MRI contrast agents, Eu(III) or Tb(III)
complexes as luminescent probes). For any biomedical applications, such metal complexes
should exhibit a high thermodynamic stability as well as kinetic inertness under physiological
conditions and, therefore, knowledge of these properties is important.
One of frequently used triazamacrocycle-based ligands is NOTA (1,4,7-triazacyclononane1,4,7-triacetic acid; Figure 1.). Since basic data regarding thermodynamic properties of its metal
complexes are, surprisingly, very scarce [1,2], we report here on NOTA protonation constants as
well as on stability constants of its complexes with selected Ln(III) ions. Their values show that
NOTA cavity is too small for large Ln(III) ions in comparison with that of DOTA-like ligands.
In addition, stability constants of Ln(III) complexes are significantly increasing for smaller
Ln(III) ions. Kinetic properties of several Ln(III) complexes of NOTA were studied by
molecular absorption and luminescence spectroscopies in UV/VIS region. Reaction mechanisms
of formation (pH = 4.0–6.0, t = 25 C, I = 0.1 M KCl) and acid-assisted dissociation (t = 10–37
C, I = 3.0 M (Na,H)ClO4) of Eu(III) complex were proposed from time-resolved luminescence
spectroscopy. The results were compared with data obtained for Ln(III) complexes of similar
tetraaza-macrocyclic ligands [1,3,4]. Complexation of Eu(III) with NOTA is significantly slower
than that for Cu(II) [2] and the complexation rate is moderate in comparison for DOTA-like
ligands (DO2A vs. DOTA [4]). The Eu(III)/Tb(III) complexes are kinetically inert (t1/2 ~1 h at
pH 2 and t = 25 C).
CO OH
N
N
N

CO OH

HOOC
Figure 1. 1,4,7-triazacyclononane-1,4,7-triacetic acid (NOTA).
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Many biological processes are catalyzed by enzymes containing a binuclear complex in
the active site. The properties of individual metal centers are tuned by their coordination
environment, while the use of bridged binuclear complexes often leads to cooperative effects.
The deliberate tuning of the compartments in a binuclear system can lead to specific reactivity.
Model complexes are a commonly used approach to address the underlying effects that specify
the reactivity in such systems.
In our group, different ditopic ligand systems are utilized to generate dinuclear
coordination compounds of transition metal ions. The unsymmetric design of the ligands allows
explicit tuning of individual binding pockets. This has proven to be a potent tool not only to tune
catalytic properties, but also to investigate cooperativity, unsymmetric reactivity, and metalligand affinity.
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Cancer is still in between the 10th top causes of deaths in upper-middle income countries
[1]. These numbers advice about the needs of society and research motivation. The European
Commission has maintained cancer disease as one of the most important topics of research
since Horizon 2020. Their new program work on major research has continued creating
innovation research missions in cancer, climate, oceans and soil. This mission-oriented policy
underlines one more time the importance of improving cancer treatments [2]. Chemotherapy
(with or without surgery) commonly uses the clinical metallodrug cisplatin, a small
coordinating molecule whose therapy drawbacks (resistance and some important side effects)
have driven anticancer research to study platinum drugs [3].
In our research group, we believe that the preparation of innovative compounds is the
most promising approach to drug design for cancer treatment. In particular, we use the
conjugation of well design ligands to metallodrugs for improving selectivity and reducing the
side effects of drugs. Our chemical approaches have been mentioned in the most important
revision in Chemical biology regarding metallodrugs [4]. In spite of the challenging chemistry
of some of these examples, we have achieved an efficient methodology and the resulting
compounds improved the cytotoxicity of the ligands becoming always more active or more
specific using our proposed chemical modifications.
The unexpected difference of the antitumoral action of some of our examples in solution
manifest the importance of studying the role of buffer anions [4] and solvents used in biological
systems [5]. Solvents as DMSO (standard solvent used in biological assays) have an important
impact in the stability and mechanism of cisplatin’s solution, while other metallic compounds
solutions do not get affected [6]. Unfortunately this task is very difficult to study and both
aspects, role and reactivity, are very difficult to establish with precision. This is because the
metal drug speciation increases in complexity with the use of such coordinating solvents;
therefore, the identification of the active species of the drugs should be standard experimental
protocol. Our group of research have developed adequate protocols to investigate the solution
behavior of these matallodrug candidates. We vary our procedures according to the
metallodrugs’ properties such as solubility and stability. The bases of a successful methodology
is the combination of techniques, above all we found NMR, mass spectrometry and HPLC most
useful tools. However, the use of computational protocols for the accurate prediction of the 31P
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NMR chemical shifts has recently helped us to overcome the sensitivity problems for the
assignment of species in solution (paper highlighted as cover) [7].
From these studies, it is clear that the implication of several techniques in revealing the
solution behavior is in many cases essential to validate the metallodrug speciation.
The analysis of the metallodrugs chemical properties and their biological action
demand not only the knowledge of the species but the role and their impact in the biological
action. In this contribution, we will present some of these examples highlighting the
importance of the chemical speciation impact produced by the solvent or the buffer ions in
the biological action of the complexes. We use DMSO solutions due to the limited aqueous
solubility of some metallodrug candidates, and we present a detailed study of the stability and
cytotoxicity further proved with X-ray structural determinations [8].
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Renal nephrolithiasis is a clinical condition that implies the formation of microcrystals
aggregates on the kidney. This painful disease presents an incidence around 6-12%
worldwide, with an increasing recurrence of 50% on the following five years from the first
episode. Kidney stones are classified into seven major groups by morpho-constitutional
analysis guidelines [1], being calcium oxalate, both, the mono (COM) and the dihydrate
(COD) species, the 66% of the incidence [2]. COD is the kinetic species that is converted into
COM, the thermodynamic one [3,4]. The stone resulting after a total transformation (named
TRA) is chemically monohydrated, since its crystalline structure has one water molecule,
what makes difficult the differentiation with COM, but its nucleation corresponds to a
dihydrated species, COD [5]. The differentiation between COM and TRA is of great
importance since they are caused by different pathologies [5,6]. Therefore, the studies of this
transformation process, as well as the stabilization of the dihydrated species, are important to
understand the physiopathology, to propose an adequate treatment and, to prevent the patients’
recurrence [7].
The present study is focused on the in vitro monitoring of the transformation process
and how it is affected by the most common calcium oxalate inhibitors. Among the selected
inhibitors, all of them studied at the average and the highest concentration presented in the
human urine, phosphate promotes the COD transformation; on the other hand, phytate seems
to have a great potential to stabilize the metastable species of calcium.
In previous studies in our research group, where calcium oxalate kidney stones with
different transformation degrees where analyzed by synchrotron radiation based µXRD, it was
observed the presence of hydroxyapatite (a type of calcium phosphate) between COD crystals
that where not transformed or with a lower transformation. With the idea of identifying which
species of calcium phosphate influences the transformation inhibition, since phosphate by
itself promotes it, a comparison of different concentration ratios of Ca:Phosphate has been
performed at pH 6 and 7. With these results, it has been possible to identify which calcium
phosphate species participates in the transformation inhibition, as well as the conditions that
favor it.
In brief, the in vitro study of the calcium oxalate inhibitors as potential stabilizers of
the COD transformation process has allowed us to identify their roles over this process. On
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the other hand, the Ca:Phospate ratio study gives us further information to determine the
calcium phosphate species responsible of the COD stabilization.
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The knowledge of the 3D structure of molecules is essential for the understanding of
almost any molecular process in life sciences, including their behaviour in solution. In this
context, crystal engineering is increasingly being used to modify specific physicochemical
properties of molecules by the rational design of an intricate network of non-covalent
interactions in solid state. Such interactions involve not only the classical H-bonds but also
other weak interactions such as π-π interactions, van der Waals forces or halogen bonds.
In the past decade, cocrystals have called the attention of the pharmaceutical industry,
which has included crystal engineering as a novel strategy in their drug development process.
But what is a cocrystal? And why is it interesting?
Cocrystals are neutral crystalline single-phased solid materials composed of two or
more diﬀerent compounds, with molecular and/or ionic nature, in a definite stoichiometric
ratio, which are neither solvates nor simple salts [1]. Each of the components that form a
cocrystal is called coformer. Thus, a pharmaceutical cocrystal could be defined as a
multicomponent compound in which, at least, one coformer is an API (Active Pharmaceutical
Ingredient), Figure 1. Of course, biocompatibility is desirable for the other coformers, but at
least non-toxicity is required [2].

Figure 1. Scheme of possible cocrystals involving an API: (a) as one single component, b)
molecular cocrystal, (c) ionic cocrystal. Additional solvate and hydrate forms of co-crystals
are avoided for clarity reasons.
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Oral drug delivery is the most preferred route of drug administration of pharmaceuticals

due to its low sterility constraints, high patient compliance and high cost-effectiveness, among
other advantages. In this delivery system APIs are formulated in solid state. Thus, if we are
able to modify the supramolecular structure of such solids, we will also be able to manipulate
their macroscopic properties such as solubility and rate of dissolving (and therefore its
bioavailability), stability, flowability or compressibility. Therefore, the development of solidstate approaches that effectively improve the physicochemical properties of APIs is certainly
of great interest for the pharmaceutical industry [3,4]. This is especially true if we consider
that: (1) the formation of cocrystals is significantly less expensive that traditional drug
development process and (2) besides working on new drugs, this strategy can be applied to
improve the properties of drugs already in the market or can even bring to life ‘old’ discarded
drugs while still offering the opportunity for intellectual property protection [3,4].
Nevertheless, if the solid-sate approach is important, the solution approach is even
more important, because we must prove that the cocrystal still remains intact while oral
administration! In this context, special attention is paid to the integrity of the reported noncovalent interactions by different solution methods such as ITC or DSC. In addition, further
techniques to evaluate these interactions will be discussed.
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Potentiometry and UV/Vis spectrophotometry, followed by computer data analysis, are
the most widely used techniques in chemical speciation studies, and they still remain among
the most adequate and accurate for the determination of the stability constants in solution.
Nevertheless, the investigation of more and more complex systems (e.g., ligands with several
and different binding sites, very strong chelants, unconventional conditions, multicomponent
solutions, etc.) opened up new challenges and questions for solution chemists.
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As such, other techniques and/or approaches are becoming even more necessary to get
further information, for example, on the nature of species effectively formed, on their
structure, and on their reactivity.
In this communication, some examples will be reported to evidence how these
techniques and approaches have been exploited to complement potentiometric and/or
spectrophotometric results to solve some issues related to the assessment of the chemical
speciation of exceptionally complex systems. In particular, results relative to the binding
ability of some multi-hetero-dentate ligands (namely natural and synthetic metallophores)
towards iron, molybdate and thorium will be discussed.
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Increasing evidence links copper misbalance with amyloid-related disorders; for
instance, in Alzheimer’s disease (AD), this redox-active metal ion appears to affect the
aggregation of amyloid-beta (Aβ), and to facilitate the overproduction of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) leading to oxidative stress [1]. However, the exact role of copper in amyloid
aggregation and how copper-Aβ interaction is associated with oxidative stress still remain
unclear [2,3].
We have shown that excessive, copper-mediated production of ROS can affect Aβ itself
through several oxidative mechanisms. Among these oxidative modifications, cross-linking is
probably the most important one regarding the production of highly toxic oligomers of the
protein [4]. Soluble oligomers are considered to be the most toxic aggregates of Aβ, and they
are directly related with the impairment of synaptic plasticity and behavior in AD.
A promising approach currently explored to lessen the deleterious effects of Cu−Aβ
species is the use of copper-protein attenuating compounds (CuPACs). Particularly, the use of
small peptides as CuPACs present key advantages, e.g. easy metal-binding tunability and
favorable biocompatible properties.
In this communication, we present our latest results [5] on the use of conformationally
constrained peptides, specifically designed to coordinate copper [6], to prevent the formation
of harmful copper-Aβ species and hence favor the generation of less toxic aggregates of Aβ.
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In recent years, silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) have received great attention due to their
unique optoelectronic and physicochemical properties resulting in various applications [1,2].
This study reports a wet chemical synthesis of AgNPs, using hydrazine monohydrate as a
reducing agent and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) as a capping agent [3]. PAA-coated silver
nanopowders, precipitated with inorganic acids (perchloric, phosphorous and sulfuric), were
used for nano-ink formulations. Characterization of the reaction mixture, as well as of the
prepared conductive inks, was performed by cyclic voltammetry and UV-Vis spectroscopy,
respectively.

Schematic presentation of PAA-encapsulated AgNPs in acidic and alkaline medium

PAA adsorbed on the nanoparticle surface behaves as a weak acid. In alkaline media, negative
surface charge generated due to the dissociated PAA engenders repulsion forces between
nanoparticles. Thus, efficiency of electrostatic stabilization of the prepared suspension
depends on the acid dissociation rate. The stability of the formulated nano-inks was tested in a
wide range of Britton-Robinson buffer solutions. The highest anodic current responses and
maximum absorbance (λ = 419 nm) were plotted versus pH to determine the quantity of
surface bound PAA.
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Vanadium speciation in environmental samples of high salinity still present a
challenging task in environmental and analytical chromatographic chemistry. Despite
relatively high concentrations in seawater (around 35 nmol dm-3), vanadium speciation
analysis has been mainly neglected due to its complex chemistry and a vast number of
oxidation states that vanadium takes form of. Redox states of vanadium are shown to be
highly dependent upon pH and Eh values of the system, as well as biological activity and
concentration [1]. In addition, seawater presents complex matrix for anion exchange
chromatographic separation, where chloride anion is the source of most prominent
interferences [2]. In oxic seawater (positive Eh and pH of 7-8), vanadium can be present as
vanadium(V) in the form of hydrolysed HVO42- and H2VO4- ions forming polynuclear species
at higher concentration. In more reducing acidic environment it is expected that a part of
vanadium is present as VO2+ which can be easily oxidized to pentavalent state at higher pH
values. Under the Eh,as well as pH, values characteristic for modern anoxic environment (Eh
of approximately -300 to -100 mV and pH of 7-8) the predominating V redox state is
vanadium(IV), while the predominating form is HV2O5-. Under these conditions vanadyl
species can be reduced to vanadium(III) solid oxides V(OH)3 or V2O3. Reduced vanadium
species can be then easily accumulated into the sediment [1].
Estuaries play an important role in geochemical cycling of trace metals, where various
physical and chemical gradients affect solubility and mobilization of species [2]. In the
freshwater-seawater mixing zone of estuaries, metal-organic interaction can easily affect
speciation and established equilibria between chemical species [3]. Vanadium in „Krka River“
estuary was studied before, but only in reference to its bulk concentrations. Due to the
dependence of the toxicity and redox state that vanadium takes form of in given environment,
speciation method allows better insight on vanadium chemistry and bioavailability of
vanadium species.
A vanadium speciation method is conducted as on-line measurement via coupled IC
with ICP MS as a detector with high detection limit. Presented analytical approach is suitable
for quantification of vanadium species in „Krka River“ estuary water column samples.
Separation of vanadium species on anion exchange column is based on the formation of
negatively charged V-EDTA complexes, where present vanadium species within investigated
samples are complexed on column with EDTA. Formed V(IV)-EDTA and V(V)-EDTA
complexes have different charge enabling their separation using an eluent consisting of
different anion (bicarbonate/sulphate/EDTA) and acetonitrile mixture as the mobile phase.
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Due to the high affinity of chloride anion from the seawater samples towards anion exchange
column, optimization of conditions from sample storage to choice of eluent is needed in order
to reduce interferences and obtain accurate results. Samples were measured on anion
exchange column Metrosepp A Supp 5-50/4.0 , on the flow rate of 0.3 mL min-1 with eluent
containing 40 mmol dm-3 ammonium carbonate, 40 mmol dm-3 ammonium sulphate, 8 mmol
dm-3 EDTA and 3% acetonitrile. Since vanadium speciation is highly pH and Eh dependant,
samples before analysis were simply filtrated and stored on +4°C in order to avoid speciation
changes during the time frame from sampling to analysis. Samples were collected on several
differrent locations along „Krka River“ estuary on three different layers (surface fresh layer,
freshwater-seawtaer interface and sewater layer) of vertical variable salinity gradient.
Based on developed chromatographic method for vanadium speciation on environmental
samples of „Krka River“ estuary, it is found that vanadium is present mainly in the form of
V(V) with concentrations varying with different salinity of collected layers. Determined
concentrations of V(IV) could be attributed to stable complexes of V(IV) with organic matter
from fluvial input of „Krka River“. Stated findings are in agreement with literature and
suggest that various parameters such as pH, Eh and biology of the aquatic system are an
important factor in establishing equilibrium between present vanadium species.
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Half-sandwich Ru(II)-η6-arene complexes are extensively investigated, since there are
clear evidences that the clinically relevant Ru(III) drug candidates NKP1339 and NAMI-A
exert their anticancer effect in the reduced forms [1]. The organometallic fragments Ru(II)(η6p-cymene) and Rh(III)(η5-C5Me5) themselves hydrolyze in aqueous solutions and have no
anticancer activity [2]. This process can be hindered by complex formation with an
appropriate ligand. Complexes bearing a bidentate ligand and a chlorido co-ligand (see figure)
are widely studied, and recently numerous organoruthenium and organorhodium compounds
with various bidentate ligands were synthesized and tested against human cancer cells.
Although their actual mechanisms of action are not fully clarified yet, proteins, more likely
than DNA, are presumed as their most probable targets [3,4].
Amino acid side chains of proteins provide different coordinating sites for metal ions.
The question is how these Ru(II)-η6-arene and Rh(III)-η5-arenyl complexes can interact with
protein donor groups. Sadler et al. reported the coordination of the rather accessible surface
imidazole nitrogen donors (His) of lysozyme and HSA to the Ru(II) centre in the case of
[Ru(η6-biphenyl)(ethylenediamine)Cl]+ complex [2,3]. Moreover, several single crystal X-ray
structures confirm coordinative binding of various types of Ru(II)(η6-p-cymene) and

Rh(III)(η5-C5Me5) complexes towards various proteins [5]. In our former works we have
investigated the human serum albumin (HSA) binding of [Rh(III)(η5-C5Me5)(H2O)3]2+ and
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[(Ru(II)(η6-p-cymene)(H2O)3]2+ and their complexes formed with deferiprone, 2-picolinic
acid derivatives, ethylenediamine and 2,2’-bipyridine [6].
HSA binding of anticancer agents can be advantageous due to the enhanced
permeability and retention effect in solid tumor tissues resulting in the accumulation of
protein bound drugs close to the cancer cells. However, an irreversible protein binding can
decrease effective drug concentration and may be responsible for adverse effects as well. Our
recent studies have shown that lower stability, labile complexes bind in dissociative manner to
HSA (via the liberation of the bidentate ligand), while highly stable and/or kinetically inert
complexes display preferably associative binding in the protein [6]. (Ru(II)(η6-p-cymene)
complexes bind in lower extent to HSA compared to their Rh(III)(η5-C5Me5) congeners.
Besides, low molecular mass constituents (e.g. histidine, cysteine, methionine, citric acid) of
blood seem to interfere HSA binding of these complexes.
As a continuation of our work, herein we present the HSA binding of high stability
complexes of Rh(III)(η5-C5Me5) and (Ru(II)(η6-p-cymene) formed with the (N,O) donor 8hydroxyquinoline, its more soluble 5-chloro-7-methylproline hybrid and the (N,N) donor
2,2’-bipyridine and 1,10-phenantroline (see figure). Binding strength and location, kinetic
aspects and the nature of these interactions will be discussed. Studies were implemented by
spectroscopic and separation techniques (1H NMR, UV-Vis and fluorescence spectroscopy;
ultrafiltration-UV-Vis and capillary zone electrophoresis).
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Huge efforts have been devoted to develop compounds with high selectivity for cancer
treatment. In this field, hypoxia activated compounds are of utmost interest. Among them,
kinetically inert Co(III) complexes are promising candidates as the decreased oxygen level in
tumor tissues may lead to their selective reduction to quite labile Co(II) while releasing the
bioactive ligand [1,2].
In this context it is important to know the thermodynamic stability of the various Co(III)
complexes, however, it cannot be determined by conventional potentiometric and
spectroscopic methods due to the inertness of these complexes.
To overcome this problem, stability of the complexes formed in the corresponding
Co(II) – ligand system needs to be determined. It is known that the formal potential of
complexes depends on the ratio of the formation constants of the reduced and the oxidized
form. Therefore, based on the stability constant of a Co(II) complex being a major species at a
given pH and the formal potential determined by cyclic voltammetry at the same pH, stability
constant of the corresponding Co(III) complex can be calculated.
Deferasirox is an orally active iron chelator used in the treatment of iron overload
diseases [3]. Since there is also an increased iron level in tumor cells combining deferasirox
and Co(III) may result in complexes that are selectively be reduced to Co(II) while the
released deferasirox may bind to iron inhibiting the proliferation of cancer cells. Furthermore,
in the literature cytotoxicity of some Co(II) compounds (formed upon reduction and
dissociation of the above complex) had also been described [4].
In our study two new disulfonic acid derivatives of deferasirox have been prepared and
their complex formation with Co(II) ions has been studied in aqueous solution by the
combined use of pH-potentiometry and UV/Vis spectrophotometry. Effect of oxygen on
complex formation was studied and preliminary cyclic voltammetric measurements were also
carried out. This contribution will summarize the most important results obtained.
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To overcome the lack of selectivity as well as the side effects of the clinically most
commonly used anticancer metallodrug cisplatin, targeting the physiological differences
between normal and cancer cells and tissues could be an advantageous strategy. It is known,
that there is a more reductive environment inside the tumor tissues, compared to the normal
ones, which allows the selective reduction of inert Co(III)-complexes, as (metallo)drug carrier
units. [1,2] These cobalt(III) mixed ligand complexes may contain various (O,O) chelators
such as hydroxamates or hydroxypyridinonates with proven anticancer properties, while the
remaining coordination sites can be taken by a 4N donor ligand responsible for inertness and
thermodynamic stability. Upon administration these complexes may undergo selective
reduction in the cancer cells resulting in the formation of the appropriate Co(II) species with
labile character and release of the bioligands. Incorporation of another metal containing unit
with potential anticancer properties into the (O,O) donor leaving group allows the
improvement of its biological activity. Derivatization of peptides could be useful for the
synthesis of these ambidentate ligands, in which the peptide moiety is not only a good Ndonor chelator for the square planar platinum metals, but it also can be used as a tumor
targeting unit [3,4]. Some previously investigated peptidehydroxamic acids were found to be
promising candidates to develop hetero bimetallic Co(III)/Pd(Pt) complexes [5].
We have synthesized and characterized a novel 3,4-hydroxypyiridinone based tripeptide
conjugate as an ambidentate (O,O) and N-donor ligand. In order to study the complex
formation equilibria between this ligand and Pd(II) as a Pt(II) model but with faster ligand
exchange reactions, we have performed solution studies by the combined application of pHpotentiometric, 1H NMR spectroscopic and mass spectrometric methods. Since the evaluation
of the potentiometric data was limited by the rather slow complexation processes, detailed 1H
NMR studies were performed to get further equilibrium and structural information about the
species formed in the solution. We have also investigated the interaction of Pd(II) with the
Co(III)-complex of the ligand, in which the (O,O) donor unit was occupied by a [Co(tren)] 3+
cation, therefore only the peptide backbone was available for the Pd(II). This contribution will
highlight our results on the ligand synthesis, and its interaction with Pd 2+ as well as
[Co(tren)]3+ cations both in aqueous solution and in the solid state.
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In this presentation we propose a collaboration between two research units in Palermo
and Urbino, with the aim to show the potentialities of a complementary experimentaltheoretical approach to investigate interesting solution properties of metal complexes and
ligands.
In the Palermo unit, density functional theory (DFT) and quantum mechanics/molecular
mechanics (QM/MM) calculations, has been extensively used to investigate the duplex and Gquadruplex DNA binding mechanisms of transition metal complexes [1-3]. The DNA binding
of such metal compounds, often related e.g. to their in vitro and in vivo biological properties
[4], have been experimentally investigated by absorption, emission and circular dichroism
spectroscopy. Moreover, in recent collaborations, the proposed computational approach has
been extended to the study of host-guest binding of gold(III) compounds with selected protein
targets [5,6]. The interpretation of the experimental results by atomistic models always shed
light on the structure-activity, catalytic and spectroscopic properties of the considered metal
complexes and ligands, experimentally detected.
The Urbino unit has a long experience on the synthesis, characterization and
spectrophotometric properties of high emitting transition metal complexes and ligands, and in
the investigation of the complexation mechanisms in mixed water/organic solvents [7-9].
Moreover, the two units have already collaborated in the past, in the investigation of the
DNA-binding and biological properties of copper(II) and zinc(II) complexes [10].
A state-of-the-art subject of the Urbino unit concerns the investigation of the fluorescent
behaviour of polyamine macrocyclic ligands, able to act as ratiometric sensors for metal ions
though ESIPT (excited state intramolecular proton transfer) mechanism (Figure 1). Such
ligands contain a fluorophore characterized by a double fluorescence emission imputed to a
photo-induced tautomeric equilibrium strongly influenced by the presence of a suitable metal
ion in the coordinative cavity. Taking advantage from the combination of UV-vis,
fluorescence and NMR data, DFT calculation could provide a fundamental support to
understand the coordination environment and the role of the metal ion in the regulation of
photo-tautomerism.
In conclusion, our main contribution to the activity to the Nectar consortium could be to
provide some proofs of the possible support, by DFT calculations, to the experimental
investigation of the speciation in solution of polydentate ligands, including biological
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macromolecules, and of their metal complexes, in particular to reliably provide the structures
hypothesized at different pH solution conditions, addressing important aspects such as
ligand/metal stoichiometry and ligand isomerism and tautomerism, on the basis of their
calculated thermodynamic and/or kinetic stability. In fact, thermodynamic data, such as
enthalpy and Gibbs free energy values, can be reliably obtained by DFT calculations, both in
water and in other solvents.

Figure 1. Hypothesized ESIPT mechanism of a bis-benzossaolylpnenol based fluorophore
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In this work, the acid-base properties of fifteen pre and post modified cyclodextrin-calixarene
nanosponges (CyCaNSs) have been studied by ISE-H+ potentiometric titrations. Then, four
CyCaNSs were selected to test their adsorption ability towards Pb2+ ion. CyCaNSs are
interesting material considering that their adsorption and release properties can be varied
depending on the molar ratio between the co-monomers, and on the substituent groups present
on each co-monomer scaffold. Moreover, functional groups can be introduced by chemical
post-modification in order to obtain materials with remarkable pH-responsive properties.
Below is reported a scheme of the synthesis of the fifteen CyCaNSs (A1-A5, B1-B5, C1-C5)
already fully characterized (FT-IR, 13C{1H} CP-MAS NMR, TGA, SEM) in previous papers
[1,2]. The four CyCaNSs selected for the Pb2+ adsorption study were A1, A3, A4 and A5.

Figure 1. Synthesis of CyCaNSs [1]
Considering that the removal treatments may involve polluted waters with different
characteristics, the adsorption experiments were carried out with and without the addition of
background salts, at different pH, ionic strengths and temperatures. NaNO3 and NaCl were
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used, changing the ionic strength in the range 0.01 – 0.1 mol L-1. The initial pH of metal ion
solutions was fixed at 3 and 5, whilst, the effect of temperature was studied in the range
283.15 – 323.15 K. The adsorption ability and affinity of CyCaNSs towards Pb2+ were
kinetically and thermodynamically investigated measuring the metal ion concentration in the
water samples by means of Inductively Coupled Plasma Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES)
and Differential Pulse Anodic Stripping Voltammetry (DP-ASV).
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Despite the gigantic efforts devoted by the scientific community to the analysis of
solution equilibria for the binding of small molecules to biosubstrates, there is still room for
new researches. The uncountable number of bio-reactions and their involvement in health
make this area of extreme importance. In this frame, the small molecule is an exogenous
species that can interfere with the process, either producing healthy effects (a drug) or
damages (a cancerous/mutagen species).
These systems involve macromolecules (DNA, RNA, proteins) and are very complex.
The mechanistic studies on the binding of the target to the biosubstrate will thus need many
different approaches to be robustly elucidated [1]. The related solution equilibria can be tricky
to be analysed and require careful use of different equations and approximations. Also, the
number of researchers not strictly expert in the field, but which need to handle this data, is
ever-growing. Therefore, the possible misuse of data collection and some equations can occur.
This applies also in the frame of approaches that are usually considered “simple” as
spectrophotometry and spectrofluorometry [2].
In the case of spectrophotometric titrations, targets that do absorb near to the UV bands
of the biosubstrates produce data deconvolution problems. Melting studies of too diluted
species can also be misleading. In the case of fluorescence, both the possible non-linear
dependence of the signal on analyte concentration and the presence of auto-absorption
phenomena need to be taken into account. Different systems will be presented to provide
practical examples of these difficulties and discuss how to address them.
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Recentely our research group synthesized a series of fluorescent ligands containing a
phenol or naphthol group conjugated with one or two benzoxazole moieties [1]. These
systems upon excitation undergo a phototautomerization called ESIPT (Excited State
Intramolecular Proton Transfer) and shows a double fluorescent emission attributed to the
keto and the enol form. The emission profile of these ligands depends on the solvent, pH,
presence of metal ions and on the selected excitation wavelength. In fact tautomerism occur in
both fundamental and excited state [2].
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Figure 1. Two examples of ESIPT-responsive ligands

These kind of systems could be successfully studied by fluorescence excitation–
emission matrix (EEM) spectroscopy, that allows a quantitative determination of the
fluorescence profile of the system. This technique can afford information on the emission
profile concurrently with excitation wavelength data, creating a three dimensional map of
fluorescence characteristics. The observed electronic transitions are telling of the structure
and properties of the system, and in particular can give informations about the
phototautomerism of pnenol-benzoxazole-based ligands.
The high amount of data collected will be subjected to statistical analysis with different
approaches, including multivariate analysis by principal component analysis and by
projection pursuit. Projection pursuit is a multivariate statistical technique aimed at finding
interesting low-dimensional data projections. Projection pursuit deals with three major
challenges of multivariate analysis: the curse of dimensionality, the presence of irrelevant
features and the limitations of visual perception. Projection pursuit looks for the data
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projection which maximizes the projection pursuit index, that is a measure of its
interestingness [3]. In Chemometrics, the projection pursuit index is often the kurtosis, that is
the fourth standardized moment [4], whose properties have been recently investigated by
Loperfido [5].
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Nutritional immunity is the “process by which a host organism sequesters trace minerals
in an effort to limit pathogenicity during infection” [1]. All living organisms need trace
minerals to synthesize metalloproteins and metalloenzymes which are essential for biological
processes, such as oxygen transport, protection from oxidative stress or, as in the case of
Helicobacter pylori, the synthesis of ammonia for buffering the pH of its living environment.
Pathogens must acquire these trace minerals from their host which, on the other hand, defends
himself by putting in place effective competition actions. Studying the mechanisms of
transport and supply of transition metals by bacteria can provide weapons to fight infections,
helping the processes of nutritional immunity and overcoming the problems caused by the
increasingly widespread resistance to classic antibiotic therapies.
H. pylori is a human gastrointestinal pathogen that can be responsible for disorders like
gastritis, duodenal ulcers and even gastric cancer. For its survival in the human stomach, H.
pylori needs two enzymes, urease and Ni-Fe hydrogenase, both containing Ni(II) ions as
cofactors. On the other hand, an excess of nickel is potentially toxic. Hpn is a His-rich protein
expressed by H. pylori that plays an important role in nickel homeostasis and protects the
bacterium from too high concentrations of metal ions. This polypeptide of 59 amino acid
residues is abundant in the cytoplasm of H. pylori and represents approximately the 2% of all
the proteins synthesized by this bacterium. Recent studies [2] have shown that the N-terminal
part of Hpn (MAHHEEQHG-) binds the Ni(II) and Cu(II) ions in the same way as human
albumin, since it contains an ATCUN (Amino Terminal Cu and Ni binding)-type sequence,
which allows the formation of complexes involving a set of four nitrogens as donor atoms:
{NH2, 2N-, Nim}.
Starting from these results, the aim of the present work was to investigate the role of the
individual histidines in the coordination of Cu(II) and Ni(II) by the N-terminal domain of the
Hpn protein. Some model peptides were considered, corresponding to the N-terminal "wildtype" sequence and its analogues in which one or more histidines were replaced by alanine:
MAHHEEQHG-NH2 (WT, wild-type Hpn), MAAHEEQHG-NH2 (H3A), MAHAEEQHGNH2 (H4A), MAHHEEQAG-NH2 (H8A), MAHAEEQAG-NH2 (H4A/H8A). The protonation
and complex-formation equilibria were studied by means of potentiometric acid-base
titrations and the analysis of the experimental data was obtained through the use of specific
calculation programs [3-5]. From the mass spectra of the solutions under examination it was
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possible to obtain confirmations of the stoichiometries of the formed complexes and through
UV-Vis, CD and EPR spectroscopies information was acquired on the coordination
geometries and on the set of donor atoms.
All the peptide sequences resulted strong ligands for Cu(II) and Ni(II), including the
H3A peptide, although it lacks histidine in position 3, characteristic of the ATCUN-type site.
For all ligands, the presence of two or more histidine residues in the sequence increases the
stability of the metal complexes and also allows the formation of binuclear species. The latter
have been studied by carrying out experiments in the presence of excess of metal. The results
of this investigation suggest that, in the case of the wild-type peptide (MAHHEEQHG-NH2),
at a Cu(II)/ligand ratio of about 2:1 and in alkaline solution, a copper ion is bound to the Nterminal ATCUN site and the second one is instead anchored to the histidine residue in
position 8 in the C-terminal domain (see Figure 1.). If Cu(II) and Ni(II) are simultaneously
present in solution, the formation of ternary complexes is observed.

Figure 1. Molecular model proposed for the binuclear Cu(II) complex with
MAHHEEQHG-NH2, at pH 10. Water molecules and hydrogen atoms are omitted for
simplicity.
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A new method for the determination of such equilibrium constants, as the solubility
product KS of the slightly soluble complexonates and their stability constants in aqueous
solution, from the solubility data in combination with pH-metric measurements, has been
developed. During the study of heterogeneous equilibria in the system „slightly soluble
complex (solid phase) - saturated solution (liquid phase)” it is usually operated with the
following experimental data set: solubility of precipitate (S) and pH of saturated solution.
Further experimental information is obtained by the residual concentrations method [1], as a
result of variation of the ratio of initial concentrations of the metal ion C M0 and the ligand C L0
in heterogeneous mixtures. Besides the pH equilibrium value, there are usually communicated
the residual concentrations of both components of the precipitate C Mr and C Lr measured in
solution after the removal of the solid phase and the excess concentrations of hydrogen ions
0
known in the process of preparing the initial composition of the
C H0 or hydroxyl ions C OH
0
0
mixture ( C H  C OH ). The heterogeneous systems, which contain as a solid phase a slightly
soluble protonated complexonate of the composition M 1' M x H y Lz ( S ) (type I) has been
analyzed. In general, the complete set of above-mentioned equilibria is described in the form
of the following equations (the species charges for simplicity are omitted):
(1)
M 1' M x H y L z ( S )  1M '  xM  yH  zL,
K S  [ M ' ]1 [ M ] x [ H ] y [ L ] z
( nm)
k
[ L] (2)
M  (n  m) H  mH 2 O  kL  MH n (OH ) m Lk , 1n ( m ) k  [ MH n (OH ) m Lk / [ M ][ H ]
(3)
M  iH 2 O  M (OH ) im i  iH  ,
K i  [ M (OH ) i ][ H ]i /[ M ]
j
(4)
L  jH  H j L,
K j  [ H j L] /[ H ] [ L]
The system of mass balance equations in this heterogeneous system can be formulated
as follows:
C M0  C Mr  x[ M 1' M x H y L z ]( S )
C L0  C Lr  z[ M 1' M x H y Lz ]( S )
C H0  C Hr  y[ M 1' M x H y Lz ]( S )
(5)
r
In the equations (5) C i are denoted the residual concentrations of the ions;
'
M 1 M x H y Lz ( S ) symbolizes the number of moles of precipitate in 1 L of solution. It should be
mentioned that equations (5) are strictly fulfilled only in dilute solutions, when the volume of
the heterogeneous mixture is practically equal to the volume of the liquid phase. The residual
concentrations in the case of reactions (2) - (4) are expressed by the equations:
(6)
C Mr  [ M ] M      1n ( m ) k [ M ][ H ] ( n  m ) [ L] k
n 1 m  0 k  0
r
(nm )
k
(7)
C L  [ L] L     k 1n ( m ) k [ M ][ H ]
[ L]
n 1 m  0 k10
r
( nm)
k
(8)
C H  [ H ]  K W [ H ]  [ L] L  [ M ] M     ( n  m)  1n ( m ) k [ M ][ H ]
[ L]
n 1 m  0 k  0
In these equations the notations are used:
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 L   K j [H ] j
 L   jK j [ H ] j
 M   K i [ H ]i
 M   iK i [ H ]  i
j 0
j 1
i 0
i 1
If the solubility S of the complexonate M 1' M x H y Lz ( S ) is measured as a function of pH,
therefore and C H0 , then zC Mo  xC L0  const , C Mr  xS and C Lr  zS . Based on the data S
(pH) and known equilibrium constants of reactions (2) - (4), by solving the system of two
equations (6) and (7) with two unknowns [M] and [L] , the solubility product of the slightly
soluble complexonate can be determined. When measuring the solubility in water, the
equation (8) is required for calculation, because in this case C Hr  yS . Then a system of
equations (6) - (8) is obtained, by which it is possible to calculate the stability constant β of
one of the complexonates in the solution. However, it is understood that the obtained value β
based on a measurement S (pH) will only be indicative.
Table 1. The results of the analysis [2,3] and of the authors' calculations of the solubility
product pKS = - logKS in the systems YH2L(S) (Y3+- yttrium ion, L5- oxyethylidendiphosphonate, system A) and YH2A(S), where A5- - glycine-bismethylphosphonate, system B), CY = 0.01 mol L-1, t = 25°C, n  C L0 / CY0 .
System
n
[H+] ∙ 102,
I,
pKS, this work
mol/L
mol/L
0.90
2.51
0.034
34.21
1.00
2.73
0.030
34.37
A[2]
1.10
2.82
0.032
34.23
1.20
2.90
0.033
34.17
1.40
3.08
0.036
34.31
1.60
3.25
0.034
35.07
the average value 34.40±0.34
34.65±0.24 [2]
0.90
2.27
0.032
26.59
1.00
2.96
0.032
27.84
B[3]
1.25
2.94
0.029
27.18
1.50
2.95
0.031
26.64
1.80
2.96
0.033
26.28
the average value 26.91±0.61
27.02±0.35 [3]
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Among the p-block metals, lead draws a particular attention in coordination chemistry
owing to various geometries of their coordination compound as well as in medicinal
chemistry because of Pb2+ extreme toxicity. The structural diversity of Pb(II) complexes
results from: (i) effect of a lone electron pair, (ii) broad range of coordination numbers (2 to
12), (iii) the kind of donating ligands and their flexibility, which can affect the biological
properties. Biological studies on lead(II) compounds are motivated mainly by finding
effective chelators for chelation therapy and remediation of polluted water and soil. However,
it is also important to study Pb(II) complexes as fluorescent sensors [1,2].
To fully understand how lead behaves in biological and environmental systems, it is
critical to understand not only the structure of lead complexes in the solid state (this work),
but also the nature of lead-ligand interactions in solution (future work). Both the dynamics of
lead-ligand binding and the stability of lead-ligand complexes affect the bioavailability of
lead and thus its role as a toxin. By understanding the mechanisms of ligand exchange and the
thermodynamic ligand preferences of Pb(II), we can also better design molecules for the
immobilization of lead and treatment of lead poisoning [3].
The first stage of my research in looking for effective chelators of toxic metal ions
involved solid state studies on model Pb(II) complexes with bioligands from group of
heteroaromatic carboxylic acids with thiophene, pyrazole, imidazole, pyrrole and pyrimidine
moiety. So, this paper is focused on the structural studies of four selected Pb(II) complexes
with
isomeric
thiophene-carboxylate
ligands,
namely
[Pb(2tpCOO)2]n
(1),
[Pb(3tpCOO)2(H2O)]n (2), [Pb(2tpacCOO)2(H2O)]n (3), [Pb(3tpacCOO)2]n (4) (where
2tpCOOH = thiophene-2-carboxylic acid, 3tpCOOH = thiophene-3-carboxylic acid,
2tpacCOOH = thiophene-2-acetic acid, and 3tpacCOOH = thiophene-3-acetic acid). The
complexes were characterized by CHNS, FT-IR, TG, SC-XRD, PL methods. Moreover, DFT
calculations and Hirshfeld surface analysis were provided to better understand the influence
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of the lone electron pair on the molecular structure and non-covalent interactions on the
crystal structure of Pb(II) complexes obtained. Additionally, the fluorescence in the solid state
for ligands and complexes were determined.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 1. a) Molecular structure, b) molecular orbital of Pb(II), c) fluorescence spectrum of complex
3

The SC-XRD and DFT results indicated that lone electron pair is strongly
stereochemically active, which affect the significant distortion of the nearest coordination
environment of Pb(II) centers. The crystal structures are stabilized mainly by conventional
and non-conventional hydrogen bonds and π-π stacking interactions. Interestingly, the
electron density of the lone electron pair in complexes 1, 3 and 4 participate in the formation
of rarely reported tetrel bonds, in which Pb(II) ion acts as Lewis acid and is a source of σhole, while the role of Lewis base plays thiophene aromatic moiety. Fluorescence studies
revealed that ligands themselves with thiophene ring substituted in position 2 by carboxylic
group (2tpCOOH and 2tpacCOOH) exhibits weak fluorescence, while ligands substituted in
position 3 (3tpCOOH and 3tpacCOOH) don’t exhibit fluorescence. Fluorescence of
complexes 1–4 is much more pronounced, which may be attributed to the chelation of the
ligand to the metal center, which improves the rigidity of the structure, as well as noncovalent
interactions involving aromatic rings and metal centers that facilitate the charge and energy
transfer between metal centers. Moreover there are observed emission bands related to metalcantered transitions (MC) involving s and p orbitals of Pb(II). Their intensity is proportional
to the contribution of s orbitals in the localization of the lone electron pair density.
Additionally, compounds proved to be water soluble and non-toxic to selected
microorganisms even in high concentrations, therefore thiophene-carboxylates are effective
chelators of poisonous Pb(II) ions.
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Cisplatin (CDDP) is currently used to treat various type of cancers [1]. However, poor
water solubility, high affinity to glutathione and significant toxicity of CDDP towards normal
cells became a motivation for a development of novel platinum-based anticancer agents.
Long-term scientific studies in this field led to the worldwide approval of dicarboxylato
platinum(II) complexes such as Carboplatin and Oxaliplatin, which exhibit lower than
Cisplatin toxicity [2]. Unfortunately, these second-generation drugs are less cytotoxic towards
some types of cancers too. Therefore, interdisciplinary research connected with consecutive
modification of coordination sphere of platinum(II) are still valid. The attractive idea
is replacing stable amine ligands with other non-living N-donors e.g. triazolopyrimidine
derivatives, which are analogous of nitrogenous bases.
Following this direction, we synthesized novel, mixed ligand Pt(II) complex
[Pt(mal)(dmso)(dptp)], where: mal – malonato, dmso – dimethyl sulfoxide, dptp – 5,7diphenyl-1,2,4-triazolo[1,5-a]pyrimidine (Figure 1.) [3]. The preliminary biological studies
demonstrated that our lipophilic compound (logP = +0.54) exhibits higher than Carboplatin
(with the IC50 values of 10.1 μM and IC50 > 100 μM, respectively) and similar to Cisplatin
(IC50 = 9.0 μM) in vitro anticancer activity against human lung adenocarcinoma cells (A549).
Additionally, this complex shows more than 10-times less in vitro toxicity towards normal
murine embryonic fibroblast cells (BALB/3T3) in comparison with Cisplatin.

Figure 1. Structural formula of [Pt(mal)(dmso)(dptp)].
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Moreover, it was proven that [Pt(mal)(dmso)(dptp)] displays lower reactivity towards
glutathione than currently used platinum(II) drugs – Cisplatin and Carboplatin. On the other
hand, the novel mixed ligand complex is able to modulate the cell cycle of A549 by induction
of arrest in G0/G1 phase. These promising results have motivated us to undertake in vivo
studies, which confirmed that our novel platinum(II) is less toxic than Carboplatin (Fig. 2).
Additionally, it was observed that a treatment with use of the same dose dividing into three
parts (x3) results in a decrease toxicity (Figure 2.).

50
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0

15 mg/kg BW (1x)

10

20

30

40

Time after drug injection /days

Figure 2. Kaplan-Meier plot showing the survival (days after tumor implementation) of
BALB/c Nude mice bearing A549 treated with Carboplatin and [Pt(mal)(dmso)(dptp)].
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Cancer constitutes an enormous burden on all societies [1]. In recent years, the number
of new cases have continued to increase [2]. Associations between human microbiota
composition and colorectal carcinogenesis was found for the first time in the 1970s. Later, it
was reported that the existence of over a dozen bacterial species as well as a kind of diet are
associated with a higher risk of colon cancer [3]. In the next step of studies based on the
mouse model of intestinal tumorigenesis, was concluded that Fusobacterium nucleatum
increases neoplastic changes [4,5]. Fusobacterium is one of the most abundant Gram-negative
anaerobic bacteria, part of the gut and oral commensal flora, generally found in the dental
plaque of humans [6]. Its presence could be associated with various human diseases,
including e.g. periodontal, angina, lung and gynecological abscesses [7, 8]. It has been proven
that F. nucleatum migrates from its primary site of colonization in the oral cavity to other
parts of the body [9]. For this reason it could cause numerous diseases, including cancers. In
the cancerogenesis process outer membrane proteins are actively involved [4,5].
Therefore, it is very interesting to investigate the effect of metal ions coordination on the
activity of outer-membrane proteins from F. nucleatum and to answer the question whether
proteins increase the prooxidative activity of metal ions. Usage of a broad spectrum of
experimental methods as well as theoretical calculations allowed to characterize: the
protonation of designed peptides (fragments of outer-membrane proteins), the ability of the
ligands to coordinate divalent metal ions, full description of the coordination process,
competition in metal biding between different peptides as well as the specificity of different
metals coordination by the same ligand. Moreover, it was also found that some forming
complexes are able to generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the presence of hydrogen
peroxide, ascorbic acid or their mixture. Therefore, complexes are able to cleave plasmid
DNA. What is worth of note, complexes stimulate mouse colon carcinoma cells to generate
high amount of ROS and lead to oxidative stress, what may be associated with
cancerogenesis process [10]. Furthermore, both studied F. nucleatum strains (DSM 15643
and DSM 20482) are involved in ROS production in the presence of Cu(II) and H 2O2 and
free radicals generation takes place outside the cell. The level of ROS depends on the
bacterial strain and is probably related to the molecular structure of the outer-membrane
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proteins. All these findings suggest that enhanced ROS production in the presence of F.
nucleatum may be crucial in colon cancer progression.
Table 1. The Cu(II)⋯X distances of
Ac-KGHGNG-NH2 complex. All values in [Å].
X

CuH-1L+
(3N)

H3 (N(imidazole))

1.975

G4 (N(amide))

1.991

N5 (N(amide))

1.931

G6 (O(carbonyl))

2.059

Figure 1. DFT calculated structure of
the complex dominanting at pH 7.5
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Radiometals are radioactive isotopes that can be used for applications in medical
diagnosis, as well as for cancer therapy. When properly harnessed, these have valuable
emission properties that can be used for positron emission tomography (PET). Zirconium-89
(89Zr), a positron-emitting radionuclide, possesses excellent physical properties for PET
imaging when paired with antibodies, namely, an ideal 78.41 h half-life and low energy
positron (βavg = 395.5 keV) [1,2]. A fundamental critical component is the chelator, the
ligand system that binds the radiometal ion in a tight stable coordination complex and then
attached to the antibodies so that it can be properly directed to a desirable molecular target in
vivo. Currently, desferrioxamine (DFO) is the chelator most commonly used to radiolabel
biomolecules with 89Zr, a large number of antibodies have been labeled with 89Zr-DFO and
used in pre-clinical and clinical studies in recent years [3,4]. However, in a number of cases,
the in vivo stability of the Zr-DFO complex has proven insufficient as seen by the
accumulation of free, osteophilic 89Zr in bones 2 to 4 days after injection of the labeled
antibody [4-6]. In order to improve stability of Zr(IV) complexes alternative ligands with
oxygen-rich donor groups including hydroxamates, carboxylates, carbonyls,
hydroxyquinolines have been tried [1,2]. However, there are certain difficulties in studies of
coordination chemistry of such complexes, because of the strong hydrolysis of Zr(IV)
(occurring in almost entire pH range) and lack of spectral information on solution Zr(IV)
complexes formation.
Here we will present the detailed speciation studies of Zr(IV) – DFO system, as the
knowledge of the speciation of Zr(IV) complexes, especially at physiological pH, can provide
information concerning the actual chemical form of the complex in biological media, and this
can contribute to a better understanding of the in vivo speciation and differences in the
biological activity. Additionally, we will show the some novel hydroxamate chelators for
Zr(IV), which should be able to form Zr(IV) complexes of significantly higher stability
than DFO.
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Due to the advances of therapeutic drugs in treating several ill-managed diseases,
biopharmaceuticals based on antibody Immunoglobulin G (IgG) have been developed.
However, requirement of IgG in bulk puts substantial economic pressure on the current
processes of production of the antibody. Ionic liquid (IL)-based aqueous biphasic systems
(ABS) are emerging as an alternative cost-effective methodology to improve the downstream
processing of antibodies. In order to have more bio-compatible ILs, in this work, a series of
new biocompatible ILs capable to form ABS for the extraction of IgG was evaluated [1]. The
bio-based ILs are constituted by the cholinium cation and anions derived from plants natural
acids. These ILs were designed, synthesized, characterized and used for the creation of ABS
with polypropyleneglycol (PPG 400) as phase forming components. The ability of each biobased IL to form two phases in the presence of PPG 400 was: cholinium-D-(‒)-quinate ≃
cholinium-D-(+)-galactouronate > choline glycolate > cholinium pyruvate > cholinium-Lascorbate > cholinium indole-3-acetate. This trend closely correlates with the octanol-water
partition values of each acid and thus the IL hydration aptitude and/or their affinity for water
seems to rule the phase separation ability [1]. Remarkably, as a proof of concept, the complete
extraction of IgG in a single-step was accomplished in the IL-rich phase with 100% of
recovery yield. The optimized systems were thereafter applied to the extraction and
purification of IgG directly from rabbit serum samples and ca 85% recovery yield of IgG was
recorded with 58.3% enhancement in the purity in comparison to the initial serum sample. For
all bio-based ILs investigated, sharing the same cation, the ability to form ABS with PPG 400
depends on the anion counterpart. In most of the cases, IgG was found to be retained its native
structure without degradation or denaturation which further suggested that these bio-IL-based
ABS can be considered for the purification of high-cost biopharmaceuticals.
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Cancer remains a leading cause of death, estimated to rise with the increase of life
expectancy. The quest for new metal-based chemotherapeutics targeting cancer represents
both a challenge and an opportunity. Among current strategies, the use of alternative metals to
platinum offers different mechanisms of action. The interest in 8-hydroxyquinolines (8HQ), a
subclass of quinolones, has grown exponentially in the last decades. The literature abounds
with examples of the exceptional anticancer, antifungal and bactericidal activity of these
compounds.[1-3] With the current project we aim to: (1) prepare and characterize new 8hydroxyquinoline Schiff base metal complexes; (2) evaluate its aqueous and biochemical
speciation; (3) screen its ability to treat cancer diseases and (4) evaluate its mode of cell death.
Taking advantage of the exceptional biological activity of 8-hydroxyquinolines we have
developed new metal complexes of a Schiff base derived from 8HQ and benzothiazole (HL,
Fig. 1). Hence, nine different metal complexes were prepared with L:M stoichiometry 1:1 and
2:1 and characterized in solution and solid state.

Figure 1. – Molecular formulation of HL and its metal complexes.

An estimate of the ligand acid base properties, using spectrophotometry, shows the
existence of three species in the pH range 7-12, with pKa values of 7.81±0.04 and 10.98±0.11
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(10% v/v DMSO, KCl 0.2 M). The photophysical properties of HL were evaluated and
fluorescence emission was only observed at pH values higher than 11, resulting from the
dianionic [L-H]2- species.
Metal complexes were prepared by reaction of different metal salts with the
deprotonated ligand. The following complexes were obtained and characterized (Figure 1.):
[ZnII(L)(OAc)], [ZnII(L)2], [NiII(L)(OAc)], [NiII(L)2], [CuII(L)Cl], [CuII(L)2], [RuIII(LH)(DMSO)Cl], [FeIII(L)2Cl(H2O)] and [VIVO(L)2]. Penta- or hexa-coordinated structures are
proposed for the metal complexes, based on spectroscopic signatures, elemental analysis and
mass spectrometry data. Their stability in aqueous solutions at physiological pH was
evaluated.
All compounds are currently being screened for their cytotoxic activity against
melanoma (MNT-1), colorectal (HCT-116) and breast (MCF-7) cancer cells as well as a nontumoral skin (HaCat) cell line. Theoretical calculations are ongoing to understand the
photophysical and spectroscopic properties of the ligand and its metal complexes and will be
presented.
Due to the limited aqueous solubility of HL and its complexes, new ligands have been
synthesized derived from condensation of 8HQ with several hydrazides (Figure 2.). Its metal
complexes are being prepared and will also be presented.

Figure 2. Molecular formulation of new 8HQ ligands.
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Faculty of Sciences, Department of Chemistry, Biochemistry and Environmental Protection,
University of Novi Sad, Trg Dositeja Obradovića 3, 21000, Novi Sad, Serbia.
aleksandar.tot@dh.uns.ac.rs
Over the past decades a raising awareness of environmental protection prompted the
rapid development of green and sustainable technologies. Due to low volatility and stability,
ionic liquids (ILs), so called “green” solvents, emerged as a potential replacement for
traditional volatile and harmful organic solvents. Despite the argued advantage of having low
vapor pressure, even the most hydrophobic ILs show some degree of solubility in water,
allowing their dispersion into aquatic systems and raising concerns on its pollutant potential.
Nevertheless, although the toxicity and biodegradability of ILs have been widely assessed in
recent years, the adequate understanding of thermodynamic and theoretical parameters on this
properties is still absent
The aim of this research was to find reliable physico-chemical properties that correlated
with ILs toxicity and biodegradability. Moreover, the DFT calculations were applied to obtain
molecular descriptors that explain why particular structures express toxic behaviour. The
obtained toxicity results of various commercial, functionalized and biocompatible ionic
liquids suggest deciding effect of lipohilic/lipohobic parameter, viscosity B coefficient and
degree of ionization on overall ILs toxicity. Furthermore, the investigation of ionic liquids
transport through lipid bilayer using molecular dynamic simulations, suggest importance of
similarity between membrane consituents with ionic liquid structure.
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The use of isothermal titration calorimetry in studying thermodynamics of
high-heat micellization processes
Žiga MEDOŠ, Isidora ČOBANOV, Marija BEŠTER-ROGAČ, Nevena ĐEKIĆ,
Bojan ŠARAC
Faculty of Chemistry and Chemical Technology, University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia.
bojan.sarac@fkkt.uni-lj.si
Calorimetry research of self-aggregation (micellization) of surfactants spans for more
than 70 years. From the 1980s, with the advent of commercial dynamic power compensation
isothermal titration calorimeters (ITC), a majority of papers have been published using ITC as
a central method for studying energetics of micellization, which, furthermore, strengthened
the connection between speciation modelling and thermodynamic parameters of micellization.
This talk will be devoted to the problems associated with power compensation ITC. It
will be presented how the choice of setup parameters in modern calorimeters – in the case of
high-heat processes mainly – affects the magnitude of the measured heat effects, which
consequently determine the shape of enthalpograms and (final) results. For this purpose, a
series of titrations of potassium decanoate (KC10) in water at different temperatures with
different modes of operation and intervals between injections using three instruments (TAM,
Nano ITC and VP-ITC) were performed (Figure 1.). Since the enthalpy is a function of state
and therefore must not be dependent on the path how it is measured, some “traps”, to which
user has to pay attention when using ITC for investigation of high-heat processes will be
shown [1,2].
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Figure 1. Enthalpograms for KC10 obtained by integration of raw signals at 35 °C for TAM [2], Nano ITC
and VP-ITC.
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Synthesis of bioinspired de novo designed peptides for copper complexation
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Tau is a 441-mer peptide present in significant amounts in neurons, where it contributes
to the stabilization of microtubules. Insoluble amyloid aggregates of tau are associated with
over 20 neurological disorders known as tauopathies, among which is Parkinson [1]. In
neurons, tau binds tubulin through its microtubule binding domain which comprises four
repeats (R1-R4) characterized by the presence of histidine residues. These regions are
potential binding sites for metal ions [2]. The elucidation of the binding capacities toward
metal ions, especially those redox active such as copper(II), may shed light on the
biomolecular processes that underlie the progression of tauopathies [3]. Recently, our research
group examined the stability of Cu(II) and Cu(I) adducts with two peptide fragments which
are encompassed in the R1 and R3 repeats of tau (Figure 1.) [4].
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Figure 1. Left. Sequences of the R1 and R3 peptides. Right. Distribution diagram of the Cu(II)/R3
system (CCu = 100 µM, R3:Cu = 1.5).

The presence of a tandem of two His residues in the R3 peptide sequence significantly
increases the Cu(II)/Cu(I) reduction potential of the copper center by modulating the ligand
donor set. By reflection, the catalytic propensity of the adduct in promoting catechol
oxidation increases dramatically.
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Several neuropeptides, actually, contain other His residues beyond those of the His-His
dyad (e.g. β-amyloid). Although much is known about copper/peptides that promote oxidative
reactions, the relationship between the catalytic properties and the position of the His residues
within the peptide sequence is still far from being fully elucidated [5,6].
In the framework of COST 18202 Action, and during my STSM, I have synthesized
four peptides, derived from the tau R3 fragment, that bear a His-His dyad and a third
additional His residue located a different positions along the amino acid sequence.
In this communication I will present the design, synthesis and characterization of the
different peptides as well as our initial Cu(II) coordination studies.
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STSM2
Studies on adsorption of environmental pharmaceutical persistent
pollutants on nanostructured molecularly imprinted polymers
Dong HAN, Manuel VALIENTE
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Bellaterra Barcelona, Spain.
Dong.Han@uab.cat
Increasing consumption of cytostatic drugs (CDs) have made them one of the greatest
environmental threats, because CDs not fully metabolized in human organisms could be
excreted with urine by patients undergoing chemotherapy, and then were detected worldwide
at ng/L to μg/L in surface water bodies in different countries [1,2]. Because of their toxicity to
both humans and aquatic organisms, coupled with the low treatment capacities of
conventional wastewater treatment plants, it is important to find an efficient and cost-effective
method for wastewater depuration [3].
The planned work considers development of Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs)
for adsorption of targeted CDs. Well-organized MIPs provide the high selective molecular
recognition ability, which show great potential in application of separation of pharmaceutical
compounds in environmental samples. Briefly, ideal MIPs will be prepared with highly
crosslinked organic polymers or silica-based materials by simple polymerization. The
adsorption capacity of expected MIPs on targeted CDs will be carefully tested, and several
critical influence parameters including initial concentration of adsorbates, temperature, pH
value, and contact time will be studied during the adsorption process. The trace concentration
of targeted CDs will be detected with Solid phase extraction (SPE) and Inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). Additionally, adsorption isotherm experiments will be
performed and several classic isotherm models will be fitted, including Langmuir and
Freundlich models. Meanwhile, studies on adsorption kinetics will also be performed, models
including Pseudo-first-order and Pseudo-second-order will be selected to fit experimental
data. Isothermal titration calorimeter (ITC) will be utilized to investigate thermodynamics of
the adsorption process. The successful synthesis of efficient, highly selective, and costeffective MIPs adsorbents will provide ideas for removal and recovery of CDs or other
hazardous environmental pharmaceutical persistent pollutants from wastewater, showing great
potential and good environmental benefits.
Keywords: cytostatic drugs; adsorption; molecularly imprinted polymers; isothermal titration
calorimetry.
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An organometallic approach to alzheimer's disease treatment
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β-amyloid (Aβ) plaques or metal deposition in the brain thought to be among the causes
of Alzheimer's Disease. As the Yildiz group, we carry out experiments based on
organometallic studies for both cases together with the pharmacology department [1,2]. We
care about the synergy created by the joint work of the Chemistry and Medical Sciences to
reduce heavy metal accumulation or to prevent beta amyloid deposition in some tissues.
Sulfa drugs have a special interest in bacterial diseases as well as their therapeutic
effects. Sulfa drug ligands are among the important stereochemical models due to their ease of
preparation and structural diversity in coordination complexes [3].

Figure 1. Formation of Fe-Rodanin-N-Acetic Acid chelate complex.
The metal complexes of chelate-forming Rodanin-N-Acetic Acid ligand with Fe(III),
Mn (III) and Cu(II) were synthesized in vitro conditions (Figure 1.). It was found that the
metal accumulations observed in the liver, spleen and blood of laboratory rats decreased using
the ligand in vivo studies. When the iron accumulation overloaded in the tissues, the iron
binding capacity of the ligand also increased, and the results were presented biostatistical.
Our study will be able to contribute to the research of biochemical and pharmacological
activities of new azo-sulfa drug derivatives to be synthesized. Moreover, it is in line with the
tasks envisaged in WG2, NECTAR.
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